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Summary
Many clinical endpoint measures, such as the number of standard drinks consumed
per week or the number of days that patients stayed in the hospital, are count data with
excessive zeros. However, the zero-inflated nature of such outcomes is often ignored
in analyses, which leads to biased estimates and, consequently, a biased estimate of
the overall intervention effect in a meta-analysis. The current study proposes a novel
statistical approach, the Zero-inflation Bias Correction (ZIBC) method, that can ac-
count for the bias introduced when using the Poisson regression model despite a high
rate of zeros in the outcome distribution for randomized clinical trials. This correction
method utilizes summary information from individual studies to correct intervention
effect estimates as if they were appropriately estimated in zero-inflated Poisson regres-
sion models. Simulation studies and real data analyses show that the ZIBC method has
good performance in correcting zero-inflation bias in many situations. This method
provides a methodological solution in improving the accuracy of meta-analysis results,
which is important to evidence-based medicine.
Correspondence should be sent to: Zhengyang Zhou, Ph.D. (Email: zhengyang.zhou@unthsc.edu) and
Eun-Young Mun, Ph.D. (Email: eun-young.mun@unthsc.edu)
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1 Introduction
Meta-analysis is an established statistical approach for combining data from multiple studies
to provide large-scale evidence across many disciplines, including medical, educational, and
policy research (Schmid et al. 2020). The majority of published meta-analyses have relied
on aggregate data (AD), which are study-level summary statistics available from published
or unpublished reports (Sutton & Higgins 2008, Lyman & Kuderer 2005, Chen et al. 2020).
However, AD meta-analysis is susceptible to estimation bias, because the biased result from
a study with model misspecification (e.g., a biased effect size) will be carried over in meta-
analysis if the study is included. For AD meta-analysis, it is challenging to correct biased
estimation from original studies without refitting raw participant-level data using a more
suited statistical model (Liu & Chen 2018). In this paper, we aim to correct this estimation
bias, i.e., the bias from the conventional count model on zero-inflated count outcome, when
only AD are available for meta-analysis.
Count outcomes are prevalent in clinical research, including number of seizures for each
patient in epilepsy trials (e.g., Garcia et al. (2004)), number of relapses in multiple scle-
rosis trials (e.g., Silcocks et al. (2010)), and number of standard alcohol drinks in alcohol
intervention trials (e.g., Huh et al. (2019)). Some studies, by nature, have high proportions
of zero outcome values. For example, in alcohol reduction and prevention clinical trials for
college students, many participants may be abstainers who do not drink, resulting in a large
proportion of zero standard drinks, above and beyond the frequency that would be predicted
by conventional count models, such as Poisson. Therefore, estimation results would be bi-
ased if the Poisson regression model was used in studies with zero-inflated outcomes, which
would further bias the pooled result in a meta-analysis. We, henceforth, refer to this bias as
zero-inflation bias throughout the study.
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A zero-inflated Poisson (ZIP) model is more appropriate for count data with many zeros,
since it assumes the outcome follows a mixture of a point mass at zero and a Poisson
distribution (Lambert 1992). From a clinical perspective, the two components of the ZIP
model correspond to two distinct subpopulations: (a) participants who do not engage in the
behavior, and (b) participants that may or may not engage in the behavior at a particular
assessment. In some clinical situations, clinicians may focus on the latter as they are the
primary target of their intervention and stand to benefit more from it (See Section 2.1 for two
examples). In this paper, we focus on the Poisson portion in the ZIP model, where we aim
to correct the zero-inflation bias related to the Poisson mean parameter. Note that in other
trial evaluation situations, the overall mean of outcome, which accommodates structural
zeros, may be more important. In such situations, modeling the marginalized mean of the
ZIP model may be appropriate (Long et al. 2014).
In this article, we focus on mitigating the impact of zero-inflation bias in meta-analysis
and propose a novel statistical method, called a Zero-inflation Bias Correction (ZIBC)
method. This method corrects the biased intervention effect size estimation that can re-
sult from the conventional Poisson regression model, the “go-to” method when modeling
count outcomes. We aim to correct zero-inflation bias and produce a bias-corrected effect
size estimate equivalent to the estimate from the ZIP regression model. This bias correction
is achieved by comparing the estimating equations under the ZIP and Poisson models and
using summary statistics of intervention and control subgroups. We will refer to the Poisson
and ZIP regression models as the conventional and true methods, respectively, in the current
paper.
Without correction for zero-inflation bias, the conventional method tends to overestimate
the intervention effect and may produce false positive results. For example, in the second
real data example (Section 4.2), the original study used a Poisson model to evaluate the
effect of a modified toothbrushing program on preventing dental caries, which concluded
a statistically significant effect (Fraza˜o 2011). However, the outcome of dental caries had
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more than 60% of zero values, and after applying the ZIBC method to adjust for the zero-
inflation, the effect became insignificant. If such studies were included in a meta-analysis,
the overall result might be overestimated. Thus, it is important to consider zero-inflation
bias and correct it in the application of meta-analysis.
The paper proceeds as follows. In Section 2, we describe the formulation of the standard
Poisson and ZIP regression models for a single study. We then introduce the ZIBC method
for correcting zero-inflation bias as well as how to apply it in an AD meta-analysis. In
Section 3, we conduct simulation studies to evaluate the performance of the ZIBC method
in bias correction. In Section 4, we apply the ZIBC method to two real data examples. In
Section 5, we conclude the article and provide discussions.
2 Method: From single study to meta-analysis
In this section, we describe the ZIBC method and how it corrects zero-inflation bias in an
AD meta-analysis. We first focus on the case of single randomized clinical trial study, where
we set up notations for the true and conventional methods (Section 2.1). We then describe
zero-inflation bias (Section 2.2), and provide the ZIBC method that can correct it (Section
2.3). Next, for each clinical trial study that originally used the conventional method for zero-
inflated outcomes, we implement the ZIBC method to obtain the bias-corrected intervention
effect estimate and combine data in a standard meta-analysis for the overall bias-corrected
intervention effect (Section 2.4).
2.1 Model setup: Single randomized clinical trial
2.1.1 True method: ZIP regression model
For a randomized clinical trial with two arms, we assume a count outcome with an excessive
rate of zeros that follows a ZIP regression model. Suppose the study sample size is n, and
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for i-th subject, i = 1, 2, ..., n, and we assume that the outcome yi is distributed
yi ∼

0 with probability pii
Poisson(µi) with probability 1− pii,
(1)
where pii is the structural zero rate and µi is the mean parameter of the Poisson portion for
subject i.
In the context of clinical trials, the structural zeros correspond to participants that do
not engage in the outcome (e.g., alcohol abstainers who do not drink across situation and
time), whereas the Poisson portion corresponds to those who may or may not engage in the
behavior at a given time or situation (e.g., participants who may or may not drink during
the past month at 1-month follow-up). The present paper focuses on the Poisson portion
characterizing the intervention effect on the latter, which is of interest in many clinical trials.
For example, in alcohol prevention and reduction trials among college students, researchers
may be most interested in students who may drink if given an opportunity (e.g., Section 4.1).
Another example can be clinical trials for preventing dental caries among children, where
the outcome of interest is number of caries developed during a certain period (e.g., Section
4.2). Among the trials, some children may be very unlikely to develop dental caries (e.g., due
to good oral hygiene habits or protective genetic factors), while others have higher chances
to develop any. Therefore, targeting the latter group of children, that can be characterized
through the Poisson portion, would produce higher cost-effectiveness and utility for dental
caries prevention strategies.
The Poisson portion can be modeled as follows. Suppose p− 1 covariates are included in
the model and one of the covariates is the intervention assignment indicator 1{Ai=T}, where
Ai denotes a participant’s assignment to either the intervention (T ) or control (C) arm,
and xi,p−2 = (xi2, xi3, ..., xi,p−1)t denotes the remaining p − 2 covariates. The Poisson mean
parameter is estimated by the covariates in
log(µi) = x
t
iβ = β0 + β11{Ai=T} + x
t
i,p−2η, (2)
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where xi = (1,1{Ai=T},x
t
i,p−2)
t and β = (β0, β1,η
t)t = (β0, β1, β2, ..., βp−1)t are the regression
coefficients. Note that β1 measures the intervention effect on the mean parameter in the
Poisson portion, which is the parameter we aim to recover. We denote β0 = (β00 , β
0
1 ,η
0,t)t
as the true regression parameters.
From Equations (1) and (2), the estimating equations under the true method is given by
SZIP(β) ,
1
n
∑
yi=0
[
pii
pii + (1− pii) exp{− exp(xtiβ)}
]
exp(xtiβ)xi +
1
n
n∑
i=1
{− exp(xtiβ) + yi}xi.
By solving SZIP(β) = 0, we can obtain the maximum likelihood estimates (MLE), βˆMLE.
As β0 are the true parameters for the ZIP model (1), we also have E[SZIP(β0)] = 0 and
βˆMLE → β0 as n → ∞ by standard likelihood inference. Note that pii can be modeled
separately in a logistic model. However, we do not attempt to model pii because it is not the
interest of the current study.
2.1.2 Conventional method: Standard Poisson regression model
For the same clinical trial design described in the previous subsection, many researchers (cf.,
Fraza˜o (2011), Murphy et al. (2000), etc.) have used the conventional (CV) Poisson model
to analyze zero-inflated count outcome yi with fCV(yi |µi) = e
−µiµyii
yi!
, where log(µi) = x
t
iβ.
Under the conventional method, we derive the following estimating equations
SCV(β) ,
1
n
n∑
i=1
{− exp(xtiβ) + yi}xi (3)
and denote βˆCV as the solution of SCV(β) = 0. Then βˆCV are the parameter estimates in the
conventional method, which are usually reported in each individual trial. Define β∗ as the
solution of E[SCV(β)] = 0. By the standard asymptotic theory of M-estimation (cf., Serfling
(2009)), we can show that βˆCV → β∗, as n → ∞. Since the estimating equations do not
account for zero-inflation, there is a discrepancy between β∗ and the true parameter values
β0, so the intervention effect estimate from the conventional method, βˆ1,CV, is biased. In
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the current study, we focus on the MLE of the true intervention effect, βˆ1,MLE, which can be
recovered by modifying βˆ1,CV.
2.2 Zero-inflation bias
In this section, we formally describe zero-inflation bias as the difference between the param-
eters of the true method (i.e., β0) and those of the conventional method (i.e., β∗). Denote δ
as zero-inflation bias for all parameters, then δ = β0−β∗, and βˆMLE ≈ βˆCV+δ. Since βˆ1,MLE
is of primary interest, we focus on the corresponding zero-inflation bias for the intervention
effect δ1 and the following formula βˆ1,MLE ≈ βˆ1,CV + δ1.
We can characterize δ by taking a close look at the equations E[SCV (β∗)] = 0. Equation
(3) can be recast as:
0 = E[SCV (β∗)] =
1
n
n∑
i=1
[
(1− pii) exp{xti(β0 − β∗)} − 1
]
exp(xtiβ
∗)xi
=
1
n
n∑
i=1
{(1− pii) exp(xtiδ)− 1} exp(xtiβ∗)xi
,B(δ),
(4)
which shows zero-inflation bias δ is the solution of B(δ) = 0. However, xi and pii require
participant-level information, which is unavailable in AD meta-analysis. Hence, Equation
(4) cannot be solved directly. Alternatively, we can approximate B(δ) by substituting xi
and pii with study-level summary information, and then solve for the approximated B(δ).
We describe the approximation in detail in the following section.
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2.3 Approximate bias δ1: The ZIBC method
In this section, we describe the ZIBC method to approximate δ1 using Equation (4). First,
we can simplify B(δ) by
B(δ) =
1
n
n∑
i=1
{(1− pii) exp(xtiδ)− 1} exp(xtiβ∗)xi
≈ 1
n
{(1− p¯i) exp(x¯tδ)− 1}
n∑
i=1
exp(xtiβ
∗)xi
, B(δ)approx,
(5)
where p¯i = 1
n
∑n
i=1 pii is the average structural zero rate and x¯ are the average values for
covariates in the sample. Thus, part of the participant-level information (i.e., xi and pii)
are substituted with the study-level summary statistics (i.e., x¯ and p¯i) to approximate B(δ).
Rewrite x¯ = (1, z¯t)t, where z¯ = (
∑n
i=1 1{Ai=T}/n, x¯
t
p−2)
t, and δ = (δ0, δ
t
p−1)
t, then Equation
(5) becomes B(δ)approx =
1
n
{(1 − p¯i) exp(δ0 + z¯tδp−1) − 1}
∑n
i=1 yixi, and a solution for
B(δ)approx = 0 is
δˆapprox =
 δˆ0,approx
δˆp−1,approx
 =
− log(1− p¯i)
0
 . (6)
Thus, the MLE of the true intercept can be recovered by
βˆ0,MLE ≈ βˆ0,CV + δˆ0,approx = βˆ0,CV − log(1− p¯i). (7)
However, βˆ1,MLE can not be obtained directly as δˆ1,approx = 0 in Equation (6). To get around
this limitation, we can estimate βˆ1,MLE by estimating the MLE of the intercept separately for
the control and intervention groups, based on Equation (7). The specific steps are described
as follows:
1. Consider the sample as being comprised of two separate and independent groups:
Intervention and Control.
2. For each group, derive a bias-corrected intercept from the conventional method using
Equation (7).
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3. Merge the corrected intercepts of the two groups from step 2 to obtain the corrected
intervention effect estimate. The details are given as follows.
Denote C = {i |Ai = C, i = 1, 2, ..., n} and T = {i |Ai = T, i = 1, 2, ..., n} as the index
sets for control and intervention groups, respectively. We further denote |C| = nC and
|T| = nT . We first consider control group. Since 1{Ai=T} = 0 for i ∈ C, Equation (2)
becomes log(µi) = β0 + x
t
i,p−2η. Denote βˆC,MLE and βˆC,CV as the parameter estimates under
the true and conventional methods, respectively. Based on Equation (7), we have
βˆ0,C,MLE ≈ βˆ0,C,CV − log(1− p¯iC), (8)
where p¯iC =
1
nC
∑
i∈C pii is the average structural zero rate in control group.
We then consider intervention group. Since 1{Ai=T} = 1 for i ∈ T, Equation (2) becomes
log(µi) = β0 + β1 + x
t
i,p−2η. Note that the intercept becomes (β0 + β1), which includes the
intervention effect. Under similar arguments and notations, we then have
̂(β0 + β1)T,MLE ≈ ̂(β0 + β1)T,CV − log(1− p¯iT ), (9)
where βˆT,CV is the parameter estimate from the conventional method and p¯iT =
1
nT
∑
i∈T pii
is the average structural zero rate in intervention group. We introduce the following Lemma
1 to estimate βˆ1,MLE by transforming Equations (8) and (9). The proof is given in Appendix
A.
Lemma 1. In a study given by Equations (1) and (2), denote the observed covariates
excluding the intervention assignment as xi,p−2 = (xi2, xi3, ..., xi,p−1)t for i = 1, ..., n. If
x¯C,p−2 = x¯T,p−2, where x¯C,p−2 = 1nC
∑
i∈C xi,p−2 and x¯T,p−2 =
1
nT
∑
i∈T xi,p−2, then we have
βˆ1,MLE ≈ βˆ1,CV − log(1− p¯iT ) + log(1− p¯iC). (10)
Lemma 1 gives the correction formula, Equation (10), of the proposed ZIBC method. The
assumption x¯C,p−2 = x¯T,p−2 requires that the “average” subject in control group has the same
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covariate values as the “average” subject in intervention group. In a randomized controlled
trial, subjects are randomized to either a control or intervention group, thus the covariates
should follow similar distributions across the groups. In addition, the participants in control
and intervention groups are expected to be equivalent not only in all measured covariates but
also in other unmeasured ones. Hence, the assumption of Lemma 1 can reasonably hold in
this case. Note that the correction depends on the relative difference between the structural
zero rates of two groups. If p¯iC < p¯iT , then βˆ1,CV is likely to be smaller than βˆ1,MLE, and vice
versa, suggesting that the conventional method tends to overestimate the intervention effect
in a typical clinical trial.
The group-level structural zero rates p¯iC and p¯iT can be estimated using the following
algorithm. Take the control group, for i ∈ C, as an example, we have
E[y¯] = 1
nC
∑
i∈C E(yi) =
1
nC
∑
i∈C(1− pii)µi ≈ y¯obs,C ,
E[# of yi = 0] =
∑
i∈C P (yi = 0) =
∑
i∈C{pii + (1− pii)e−µi} ≈ n0,obs,C ,
(11)
where nC , y¯obs,C , and n0,obs,C are the sample size, observed outcome average, and observed
number of zero outcomes, respectively, for the control group. To estimate p¯iC , we approximate
Equation (11) by substituting pii with p¯iC , and µi with µ¯C =
1
nC
∑
i∈C µi, resulting in
(1− p¯iC)µ¯C ≈ y¯obs,C ,
{p¯iC + (1− p¯iC)e−µ¯C} ≈ n0,obs,C/nC .
(12)
Here, n0,obs,C/nC is the proportion of zero outcome values in control group. By solving
Equation (12), we can get an approximation of p¯iC . Similarly, we can get p¯iT using the same
process.
The data required for the ZIBC method are (a) βˆ1,CV, (b) y¯obs,C , y¯obs,T , and (c) n0,obs,C/nC ,
n0,obs,T/nT . In a typical trial study, (a) and (b) are directly reported or can be obtained, while
(c) are less frequently reported but may be obtained via author queries to the investigators
of original studies.
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2.4 Implementation in meta-analysis
Suppose an AD meta-analysis contains K studies that used the conventional method to
model the zero-inflated outcomes. For study s, s ∈ {1, 2, ..., K}, we can implement the
ZIBC method to obtain the bias-corrected intervention effect βˆs,corrected. For simplicity, we
use the reported standard errors ŜEs,CV from the conventional method. With the new set
of intervention effects and standard errors, standard AD meta-analysis can be applied to
combine results across studies and obtain the corrected overall intervention effect estimate.
3 Simulation
We conducted simulation studies to examine the performance of the ZIBC method. Specifi-
cally, we compare relative performance of the following three methods:
1. ZIP regression model (i.e., the true method), the “gold standard” method, which is
not feasible in AD meta-analysis,
2. Poisson regression model (i.e., the conventional method), the method with zero-inflation
bias when the outcome is zero-inflated, and
3. ZIBC method, the method to correct zero-inflation bias from the conventional method
and recover the intervention effect as if it came from the true method.
In the simulation study, we consider K = 10 randomized clinical trials aimed at evaluating
the effect of an intervention on reducing alcohol consumption, where the outcome is the
number of alcoholic drinks. For each trial, we consider a balanced random assignment
of participants to either intervention or control group. We also incorporate an additional
covariate that follows the standard normal distribution. The simulation was motivated by
Project INTEGRATE, a large-scale meta-analysis project examining the effectiveness of brief
motivational interventions on reducing alcohol consumption among young adults (Mun et al.
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2015). High proportions of zero alcoholic drinks (i.e., non-drinking) were observed in most
trials included in the study.
The settings of the simulation are based on our observation of the motivating data.
Specifically, the sample sizes for individual trials are set at 200 and 400 for studies 1-5 and
6-10, respectively. For study s ∈ {1, 2, ..., K} with sample size ns, the outcome of i-th
subject (i ∈ {1, 2, ..., ns}) is simulated by a true ZIP regression model ysi ∼ Poisson(µsi)
with probability 1 − pisi, and 0 otherwise. The structural zero rate pisi and Poisson mean
parameter µsi are simulated by logit(pisi) = γ0 + γ11{Asi=T} + γ2Covsi and log(µsi) = β0 +
β11{Asi=T} + β2Covsi with a continuous covariate Covsi ∼ N(0, 1) and intervention group
assignment 1{Asi=T} ∼ Bernoulli(0.5).
We examine the relative performance of the three methods under the following parameter
settings:
1) (β0, β1, β2) = (1.2,−0.5, 0.25),
2) (β0, β1, β2) = (1.05,−0.35, 0.25), and
3) (β0, β1, β2) = (0.9,−0.2, 0.25).
Note that as the intervention effect (β1) varies from −0.5 to −0.2, the intercept (β0) also
varies accordingly to fix the maximum possible log(µsi) at the same level of 0.95.
To evaluate the impact of different degrees of zero-inflation on the bias and performance
of the methods, we varied the overall proportion of zero alcoholic drinks at 0.25, 0.30 and
0.35 among trials. Then γ0, γ1 and γ2 can be calculated to yield the aforementioned zero
rates. In the simulation, we fixed γ1 = 0.5, indicating that participants in the intervention
group will have a higher probability of no drinking, compared to the control. For example,
more participants who previously drank may quit drinking after intervention, compared with
their control counterparts. To achieve identifiability in estimating the parameters, we added
one additional constraint: γ2 =
1
2
γ0. We also tested different constraints in the simulation
study, which yielded similar results. This suggests that the simulation results reported in
the current study are robust regardless of the choice of constraints (results not shown but
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available upon request).
In one replication of the simulation, data from 10 clinical trials were generated. For each
study, both the true and conventional methods were estimated first, then the ZIBC method
was applied to modify the intervention effect estimate from the conventional method. Finally,
for each of the three methods, we applied random-effects meta-analysis using the metafor
R package (Viechtbauer 2010), and generated forest plots to compare performance between
the methods.
Figure 1 shows a forest plot from a typical replication during simulation when the true
intervention effect β1 = −0.2 and overall zero rate = 0.35. Based on the results, we have
the following four observations. First, the conventional method produced biased estimates
of intervention effects for individual studies as well as the overall result after meta-analysis.
Specifically, it overestimated the magnitude of the overall intervention effects (−0.36 vs.
−0.2). This is because the structural zero rates of intervention groups were higher than
those of control groups, resulting in smaller intervention effect estimates from the conven-
tional method, according to Equation (10). Second, the true method produced accurate
intervention effect estimate, i.e., close to β1 = −0.2, for each study, as well as the over-
all effect across studies. Third, the ZIBC method corrected zero-inflation bias to the right
direction for each study. Finally, after meta-analysis, the corrected overall estimate from
the ZIBC method was very close to the true parameter value of −0.2. In sum, this typi-
cal simulation replication illustrates that the ZIBC method reasonably corrects the biased
intervention effect estimates from the conventional method.
Figure 1 graphically illustrates the good performance of the ZIBC method in a single
simulation replication. To examine the performance numerically across replications, we
compared the intervention effect estimates from the three methods with the true intervention
effect β1 by calculating the coverage indicator (1 if the 95% confidence interval covers β1 and 0
otherwise) and differences with β1 at each replication. After 1000 replications, we calculated
the proportion of replications whose 95% confidence intervals captured β1 (coverage rate),
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and the mean squared error (MSE) between the effect estimate and β1. We used both of
these indices to compare performance across the methods.
Figure 2 presents the results for different simulation settings. It shows that first, the true
method had the highest coverage rates, which were close to 0.95, and also had MSE values
close to 0. Second, the conventional method resulted in biased intervention effect estimates,
as indicated by low coverage rates and high MSE values. Note that as zero rates got higher,
zero-inflation bias became greater, leading to progressively lower coverage rates and higher
MSE values. Third, the ZIBC method had acceptable coverage rates close to 0.9 and low
MSE that were close to 0. Furthermore, the performance of the ZIBC method was consistent
across different zero rates. Based on the comparative results shown in Figures 1 and 2, we
conclude that the ZIBC method provides reasonable correction for zero-inflation bias of the
intervention effect from the conventional method in AD meta-analysis.
4 Real data analysis
In this section, we apply the ZIBC method to two real data examples. In Section 4.1,
we demonstrate the performance of the proposed method using individual participant data
(IPD) from Project INTEGRATE. In Section 4.2, we illustrate the application of the ZIBC
method to a randomized controlled trial on preventing dental caries in the field of oral health.
4.1 Analysis 1: Project INTEGRATE
Project INTEGRATE is a large-scale IPD meta-analysis study examining the overall efficacy
and comparative effectiveness of brief alcohol interventions for young adults (Mun et al.
2015). A recent IPD meta-analysis of 6,713 participants from 17 randomized controlled trials
examined the effect of intervention on the total number of drinks consumed in a typical week,
a count variable with a high percentage of zeros (Huh et al. 2015). Across all studies, an
average of 30% of individuals reported zero drinking, with the highest proportion of zero
14
drinking being 66% in one study.
We applied the ZIBC method to the tutorial data in Huh et al. (2019) to evaluate its
performance. Clinical trials included in the current study (a) randomly allocated participants
to an intervention or control group, (b) had a follow-up within 6 months from baseline, and
(c) had at least one zero outcome in a study. Ten of the 17 studies met the criteria (studies
2, 7 (7.1 and 7.2), 9, 11, 14, 15, 16, 18 and 21). For more details of the studies, please refer
to Mun et al. (2015), and Huh et al. (2015, 2019). The outcome was the average drinks on a
typical drinking day in the most recent follow-up assessment within 6 months, with a fixed
assessment time for each study. We included the intervention group assignment as the only
covariate.
For data analysis, we followed the same steps as in simulation and present the comparative
results in a forest plot (Figure 3). For most studies, the conventional method produced biased
intervention effect estimates compared with the true method. Note that the conventional
method overestimated the true effect in some studies and underestimated it in others. This
is because the average structural zero rates in intervention groups (see p¯iT in Figure 3) were
higher than the corresponding control group in studies 9, 14, and 16 (see p¯iC in Figure 3),
so that the conventional method overestimated the intervention effects in these studies. In
contrast, in other studies where the average proportion of zeros was higher in the control,
compared with intervention group, the direction of zero-inflation bias reversed. The opposite
directions of zero-inflation bias may be partly attributable to small intervention effects across
the studies. In such data situations, small variations can influence the direction of an effect.
The data example demonstrates that the ZIBC method corrects zero-inflation bias re-
gardless of the directions of the bias in the meta-analysis. In conclusion, the ZIBC method
showed good performance in correcting zero-inflation bias for individual studies as well as
for combining such data in meta-analysis.
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4.2 Analysis 2: A dental caries prevention clinical trial
Fraza˜o (2011) conducted a randomized controlled trial to evaluate whether the bucco-lingual
technique could increase the effectiveness of a toothbrushing program on preventing dental
caries (i.e., cavities) among five-year-old children. This study was a two-arm trial that
randomized participants to either a conventional tooth brushing program (Control) or a
modified tooth brushing program (Intervention). The outcome of interest was the number of
enamel and dentin caries at 18-month follow up, which exhibited considerable zero-inflation,
with rates up to 67%. The conventional Poisson regression model was used to evaluate the
intervention effect in the original study. The analysis was stratified by gender due to baseline
imbalance in covariates. Since a high proportion of participants did not develop any dental
caries, zero-inflation bias would be expected in the intervention effect estimates from the
conventional method.
We apply the proposed ZIBC method here in order to correct for zero-inflation bias.
First, we extracted the required information from the original study (see Table 1). Specifi-
cally, the uncorrected effects (i.e., βˆ1,CV and ŜE1,CV) were calculated from incidence density
ratios (IDR) and 95% confidence intervals in the original Table 3 from Fraza˜o (2011), and the
arm-level outcome averages and the proportion of zeros (i.e., y¯obs,C , y¯obs,T , n0,obs,C/nC and
n0,obs,T/nT ) were obtained directly from the original Figure 2 by using software WebPlotDig-
itizer version 4.2 (Rohatgi 2019). We then estimated the arm-level average structural zero
rates p¯iC and p¯iT by solving Equation (12), which were 49% and 32%, respectively, for girls
and 27% and 45%, respectively, for boys. Finally, we obtained the corrected intervention
effect estimates βˆ1,MLE by plugging the values of βˆ1,CV, p¯iC and p¯iT into Equation (10). Using
the original standard errors ŜE1,CV, we obtained the modified p-values based on the Wald
test.
The original and ZIBC method-corrected results are summarized in Table 2. For girls,
in the original analysis, although the intervention had an insignificant effect, girls in the
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modified toothbrushing program tended to develop more caries with an IDR of 1.34, repre-
senting an even worse intervention effect. After applying the ZIBC method to adjust for the
zero-inflation, the IDR was corrected to 1.01, indicating a null intervention effect and in line
with the expectation that the interventions would not be harmful. For boys, the original
analysis showed a significant intervention effect with an IDR of −0.74 and P-value of 0.02.
After applying the ZIBC method, the intervention effect was reduced to an IDR of −0.46
and P-value of 0.13. It is worth noting that originally the conventional Poisson regression
model yielded a statistically significant intervention effect, but after the adjustment, it be-
came insignificant. This example illustrates that without the correction for zero-inflation
bias, the Poisson regression model overestimated the intervention effect and produced a false
positive result.
5 Discussion and conclusion
This paper focuses on identifying and addressing bias that can arise in AD meta-analyses
of zero-inflated count outcomes, which are prevalent in health-related research and many
other areas. When an outcome variable with an excessive rate of zeros is modeled without
accounting for zero inflation, zero-inflation bias will result. Further, when those studies are
combined in the case of a meta-analysis, the bias will be carried over into overall estimates
across studies, which can lead to invalid inferences. For example, our simulation study
found that for a two-arm randomized controlled trial design, the confidence interval of the
intervention effect estimate from the conventional method included the true value less than
40% and 10% of the time when the zero rate was 25% and 35%, respectively. When the
IPD is available for a study, zero-inflation bias can be corrected by re-analyzing the data
with an appropriate zero-inflated model, such as the ZIP regression model. However, it
is usually not feasible to acquire IPD from original studies. Thus, AD meta-analysis is
more commonly used with biased estimates from zero-inflated outcomes. The current study
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proposes a method to correct biased estimates in such situations.
As demonstrated through simulation and the real data example from Project INTE-
GRATE, the ZIBC method can provide a methodological solution for obtaining more accu-
rate estimates of intervention effects in an AD meta-analysis. The ZIBC method specifically
works well when one can use the information of the “average” subject in the sample to ap-
proximate the study result, as we substituted some IPD required in the estimating equations
B(δ) (i.e., xi and pii) with their study-level average values (i.e., x¯ and p¯i), to relax IPD
requirement. This modification is in line with the idea of Mean Value Theorem for Inte-
grals. The adjustment of the biased intervention effect estimate is obtained by combining
the results of participants in the control and intervention groups. The statistical property
of the ZIBC method is justified by Lemma 1, which is based on the assumption that the
characteristics (or covariates) of “average” subjects in two groups are similar, which should
hold in randomized controlled trials due to random assignment to groups. In other situa-
tions where the requirement is not met, such as case-control or cross-sectional studies, the
ZIBC method should be used with caution. In addition, by imposing linear predictors in the
true ZIP regression model (i.e., Equation (2)), we also implicitly assume no intervention by
covariate interactions on the outcome, which should hold in most trials.
The second data example illustrates the application of the proposed ZIBC method to
data from a randomized controlled trial, where all required information could be obtained
from the original study report. Using the conventional Poisson regression model, the study
reported a statistically significant intervention effect in reducing dental caries. However, after
applying the ZIBC method, the effect was reduced in its magnitude and became statistically
insignificant. Without adjusting for excessive zeros, the Poisson regression model tends to
overestimate the intervention effect, which can lead to false positive results.
After correcting zero-inflation bias for each individual trial, the modified intervention
effects are combined in AD meta-analysis to obtain a more accurate overall result. Note
that the ZIBC method only targets the mean intervention effect estimate, and researchers
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can borrow standard errors from the original study using the conventional Poisson regression
model to conduct AD meta-analysis. Since the conventional method tend to underestimate
the standard errors when the outcome is zero-inflated (Bo¨hning et al. 1999, Dobbie & Welsh
2001), this practice may slightly overestimate the statistical significance, and other variance
correction methods for Poisson distribution may be applied. Although the magnitude of this
overestimation is expected to be insignificant, this requires further investigation. Further-
more, the use of other variance correction methods for Poisson distribution may be explored
in future studies.
The ZIBC method minimally requires new information for its correction. Most of the
information required by the ZIBC method can be obtained from study reports, such as inter-
vention effect estimates from the conventional Poisson method and group- or arm-level out-
come averages. It also requires the group-level outcome zero rates, which are less commonly
provided in study reports but can be obtained through inquiries with original investigators,
or an educated guess when prior information or expert knowledge is available. Therefore,
this article provides meta-analysts with a feasible method to correct zero-inflation bias in
intervention effect estimates when only AD are available.
The ZIBC method we describe can be extended in the future in several ways. First,
although we illustrate the ZIBC method in the context of a two-arm trial design, it can be
applied to multi-arm trials by comparing each intervention group with control and correcting
the biased intervention effect per pair. Second, aside from the ZIBC method, alternative
strategies may be investigated for their feasibility and validity when adjusting the estimating
equations for zero-inflation bias (Equation (11)). One potential strategy is to generate pseudo
IPD based on AD of outcome and each covariate, and then solve for δ using the pseudo data,
which is similar to the idea of Approximate Bayesian Computing (see, e.g., Marin et al.
(2012), Beaumont et al. (2002)). Finally, the proposed method is designed to recover biased
intervention effect estimates from the conventional Poisson model when the ZIP regression
model should have been used, however, it can be extended to other statistical models with
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appropriate adjustments, such as a negative binomial regression model and a two-sample
t-test, which can be thought of as a Wald test in a simple linear regression with intervention
group membership as the lone covariate.
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Appendix A. Proof of Lemma 1
Proof. Consider three “average” subjects in the control group, intervention group, and the
overall sample (denoted as {average, C}, {average, T}, and {average}), with xaverage,C,p−2 =
x¯C,p−2, xaverage,T,p−2 = x¯T,p−2, and xaverage,p−2 = x¯p−2, respectively. Without loss of generality,
assuming that observed covariates excluding the intervention assignment are grand mean
centered before data analysis, we have xaverage,p−2 = x¯p−2 = 0. Since x¯C,p−2 = x¯T,p−2, we
also have xaverage,C,p−2 = xaverage,T,p−2 = xaverage,p−2 = 0. Therefore, we have
log(µaverage,C) = β
0
0,C
log(µaverage,T ) = β
0
0,T + β
0
1,T
log(µaverage) = β
0
0 + β
0
11{Aaverage=T}
under the true method. If an average subject in the overall sample belongs to the control
group, then
log(µaverage) = log(µaverage,C)
⇒β00,C = β00
⇒βˆ0,C,MLE ≈ βˆ0,MLE.
(A.1)
Similarly, if an average subject belongs to the intervention group, then
log(µaverage) = log(µaverage,T )
⇒β00,T + β01,T = β00 + β01
⇒ ̂(β0 + β1)T,MLE ≈ βˆ0,MLE + βˆ1,MLE.
(A.2)
Under similar arguments, for the conventional method, we have
βˆ0,C,CV ≈ βˆ0,CV (A.3)
and
̂(β0 + β1)T,CV ≈ βˆ0,CV + βˆ1,CV . (A.4)
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Plug Equations (A.1) and (A.3) into Equation (8), and plug Equations (A.2) and (A.4) into
Equation (9), we have
βˆ0,MLE ≈ βˆ0,CV − log(1− p¯iC)
βˆ0,MLE + βˆ1,MLE ≈ βˆ0,CV + βˆ1,CV − log(1− p¯iT ),
(A.5)
which directly gives Equation (10).
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Table 1: Information extracted from Fraza˜o (2011)
Summary information Data source Girls Boys
βˆ1,CV Table 3 0.29 -0.73
ŜE1,CV Table 3 0.28 0.30
y¯obs,C Figure 2 (with WebPlotDigitizer) 0.83 1.04
y¯obs,T Figure 2 (with WebPlotDigitizer) 1.06 0.49
n0,obs,C/nC Figure 2 (with WebPlotDigitizer) 59% 45%
n0,obs,T/nT Figure 2 (with WebPlotDigitizer) 47% 67%
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Table 2: Original and ZIBC method-corrected intervention effect estimates, incidence density
ratios (IDRs) and P-values, for girls and boys, respectively
Estimate IDR P-value
Girls
Original 0.29 1.34 0.29
Corrected 0.01 1.01 0.97
Boys
Original -0.73 0.48 0.02
Corrected -0.46 0.63 0.13
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Treatment (true value: −0.2)
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Figure 1: A typical forest plot for the true, ZIBC and conventional methods when β1 = −0.2
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Figure 2: Coverage rates and MSE values of the true (blue dashed line), ZIBC (red dotted
line) and conventional (black solid line) methods from 1000 replications
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Project INTEGRATE
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Figure 3: Forest plot for the true, ZIBC and conventional methods in Project INTEGRATE
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